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I have 	
3 major concerns with this document which are outlined below. They are:
1	
 The lack of clarity concerning underlying assumptions and values
2	
 The adverse social impacts of defining domestic dog operations so broadly
3	
 Doubt that dog welfare will be increased by these standards and recommendations

1	
 Lack of clarity concerning underlying assumptions and values
The document states on page 1 that  
“All information in this document is based, as far as possible, on current scientific 
knowledge, and reflects, as appropriate, recommended industry practice and community 
expectations.” However no direct references have been made although a list of reference 
material is supplied.  Given the lack of links to sources, the reader is forced to infer the 
underlying values.  The document does not reflect the diversity of views on dog training and 
socialisation.   It largely ignores the very different needs of dogs depending on their breed, 
size, age, temperament, life experience and any previous trauma.  It also ignores the 
relationship that owners have with their dogs and the important role dog play in their lives.  

This document has taken a very complex set of interactions between dogs, owners, 
households, community and environment and forced them into a set of 42 Standards and 86 
Recommendations. (These figures refer to Sections 1 - 14  which apply to a dog owner who 
does not want to breed)

The document seems to link negative reinforcement with cruelty and positive reinforcement 
with kindness.  This is an error.  All training can be kind or cruel depending of the way that 
it is done.  For example using food as positive reinforcement can lead to obesity.  Not 
training a dog can be cruel.  A very obvious example of this is snake avoidance.  I had a 
snake in my house on four occasions one year.  Offering my dog food as a reward for 
leaving the snake alone in this situation is hardly likely to work.  For me, allowing her to 
follow her natural instincts, learn by experience and get bitten was not an option.  Taking 
her for training with an expert trainer who used negative reinforcement was the kindest 
option.  The important factor is the skill of the trainer with the dog and the trainer’s ability 
to train the owner to train their dog in a way that is comfortable to owner and dog.

 2	
 The adverse social impacts of defining domestic dog operations so broadly
On pages 2 and 27 the document states that “A domestic dog operation is .........
•	
  a premise at which dogs are boarded, trained, or kept overnight or during the day, 
whether the operator receives a payment or not.”

Over the years, I have looked after neighbours’ dogs while their owners have medical 
appointments or special events.  I have also looked after relative’s dogs while they are on 
holiday.  In each case, the dogs have joined my dog at my home.  This has been the easiest 
and least stressful situation for the dog.  The definition on page 27 would mean that if this 
document had been in force at the time, then by doing this, I would have become a 



“domestic dog operation”.  This would have subjected me to a further 22 standards and 15 
recommendations.  I would not be able to satisfy these requirements and so would be 
excluded from looking after these dogs.  Instead their owners would have to find an 
alternative.  This is clearly ridiculous.  It is an intrusion into family life and a barrier to 
neighbourliness.

This is an act of social engineering.  It radically changes the relationship between any dog 
owner and a friend or relative who might look after their dog while on holiday or in an 
emergency.  It leaves the dog owner with a choice between leaving the dog unattended for 
long periods or paying for kennels or equivalent.  The owner may not be able to afford the 
fees or be able to transport the dog to the kennels.  If a kennel is not close, as in the country, 
then a single medical visit could easily spread across several days.  The dog may be 
excessively stressed by the unfamiliar environment and other dogs.   It can deny a non dog 
owner the pleasure of having the company of a dog for a short time.  At a time when 
communities are trying to become more cohesive, this is a step in the wrong direction.  It is 
inequitable in that it has a much larger adverse impact on lower income groups and country 
people.

I hope these were unintended consequences, but either way, this part of the definition 
urgently needs to be changed.
	


3	
 Doubt that dog welfare will be increased by these standards and 
recommendations

I am not convinced of the need for imposing on dog owners this set of 42 standards and 86 
recommendations.  My experience is that most dogs are loved by their owners, valuable to 
their owners and their owners treat them well.  We already have the Animal Welfare Act 
2002 and the Dog Act 1976. to address issues of animal cruelty, administrative issues such 
as registration, responsibilities of dog ownership and dealing with dangerous dogs.

I am not convinced that the owners who are careless or negligent with their dog’s welfare 
will read this document let alone change their behaviour, but it will certainly raise stress for 
good owners.

Dogs are important to their owners and their owners benefit from the interaction.  If there 
are behaviours of dog owners that are of concern, then they would be better addressed 
through an appropriate education program, documents and/or resources.  This is currently 
done by good dog breeders who provide breed specific information on their puppies’ 
welfare.  Such an education program could also provide information for the general public 
as to how to interact with dogs in public places.
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